
Pyramid Codefest - building robust applications
for enterprise transformation
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, USA, September 20, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Atlanta– Tuesday, September
19, 2017. Pyramid Consulting, Inc. held its first-ever Codefest for software development, design and
testing teams. The event was hosted in Noida (India), with other teams across all Pyramid global
office locations participating.  

these kinds of events bring
out the best in our employees.
I was really impressed by the
first-rate applications they
developed - some of the
finest applications are built at
unbelievable pace”

Ramesh Maturu, co-founder
of Pyramid Consulting

The challenge? Develop an Application in 6 hours by following
an appropriate architecture, design patterns and coding
standards based on a high level Application requirement. 10
teams of 4 members each chose their technologies,
developed a creative UI to maximize user experience, and
worked rigorously to produce a highly-reliable application.
Each team collaborated to developed its application, and
created innovative applications within the guidelines.
Participants had a great time experimenting with new
technologies, and each team exhibited a lot of pride and
satisfaction as they demonstrated their App at the end of the
event.  

Speaking about the Codefest, Ramesh Maturu, co-founder of Pyramid Consulting, Inc. said, “these
kinds of events bring out the best in our employees. I was really impressed by the first-rate
applications they developed - some of the finest applications are built at unbelievable pace. Our
engineers learned the most up-to-date delivery methodologies and newer technologies during the
Codefest. We look forward to holding many similar events that challenge our teams and allow them to
showcase both the abilities and aptitude in the near future.”

About Pyramid Consulting:

Pyramid Consulting provides rewarding career opportunities for Consultants and enables our Clients
to become more agile and competitive through the innovative use of people, process, and technology. 
Founded in 1996 and headquartered in Atlanta, GA, Pyramid supports our Client partners around the
world, including the United States, Canada, and India* through a combination of local offices and
global delivery.

Our Solutions division specializes in getting companies past the bottlenecks. With knowledge and
experience of the entire IT lifecycle, we help enterprises streamline core IT processes and augment
their competitive advantage. Pyramid’s global delivery model harnesses productive tools, agile
methodologies, iterative processes and expert frameworks to provide innovative and cost-effective
solutions. 
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